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Commissioner Primarily Responsible: Stanton 

First Supplement to Memorandum 68-77 

SUbJect: Study 69 - Powers of Appointment 

9/12/68 

A cop,y of the tentative recommendation on powers of appointment is 

attached to Memorandum 68-77. We distributed this tentative reCQPMD-

dation for COllllDent and the comments received to date are attached to 

this supplement. 

We analyze the comments in this supplement. Certain minor changes 

in style and form, for the most part those suggested by CoJIImissioners 

Seto and Stanton, wUl be made when we prepare the reC6tDmendation for 

the printer and are not noted in this supplement. Only changes in 

substance or suggestions involving pOlicy are noted below. 

General. reaction 

The general reaction of the persons sublllitting COIIIIents vas that 

legislation along the lines proposed by the ColIaission is desirable. 

The California Bankers Association COIIIII1ttee (Exhibit III) states; 

"We agree that the project is a good one and will be very helpful; 

but we feel, contrary to expressions in the material, that powers of 

appointment are in common usage in trusts in California." Professor 

!)!kem1nier (Exhibit II) states: "In general I approve the reCOlllll8nded 

legislation. " 

Scope of recommended legislation 

Several persons submitting COIIIIIIt!nts suggested revisions in the 

law of trusts generally or that the scope of the recOlllllended statute be 

expended. 
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Professor Rabin (Exhibit I, pages 1-2) suggests: 

Since the revocable inter vivos trust with power to appoint 
is frequently used as a will substitute, existing statutory 
provisions relating to wills should, perhaps, be assimilated to 
the revocable trust area. The proposed statute has already done 
this as regards the antilapse statute (see §13fl9.4). Also prior 
legislation has extended spousal rights in quasi-community 
property under a will to revocable trusts. (Probate Code §20l.8). 
It shOuld be considered whether, when a trust serving as a will 
substitute'is involved, (1) an omitted heir or spouse should be 
protected in the same way that such person is protected in the 
will context (see Probate Code §§70, 71, 90, 91). (2) rules of 
construction applicable to wills (Probate Code §100-109) should 
be extended to such trusts; and (3) restrictions on charitable 
bequests (Probate Code §§40-43) should be extended to charitable 
appointments under revocable trusts. In short it should be 
recognized that a disposition under a power of appointment appended 
to a revocable trust resembles a testamentsry disposition as much 
as an appointive disposition. See e.g., Katz v. U.S., 382 F.2d 723, 
730 (9th Cir. 19(7); 

The Commission's recommendation basically follows the same general 

approach as that taken in other recently enacted statutes. We do not 

have the necessary research studies to provide us with background 

infol'llBtion on the various matters Professor Rebin suggests we deal with 

in the statute. The staff recommends that no attempt be made to deal 

with the problems mentioned in the above quote from Professor Rabin's 

letter. 

Section 1380.2 (page ll) 

This section deals with conflicts resulting from changes in the 

California law over a period of time. Professor Rabin (Exhibit I, 

page 2) queries whether a similar section shOuld deal with confllcts of 

law between California and its sister states, ~, should the law of 

the donor' B or donee's domicile control. However, as indicated in the 

".nit1a! Comment to the proposed legislation, this title does not codify 

all of the law relating to powers of appointment. Many matters are left 
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to judicial decision under the cOlllDlOn law. The issue of choice of law 

is one of these. Be cause of the difficulty that would be involved in 

drafting an appropriate choice of law rule or rules, the staff believes 

that no such attempt should be made in the absence of a careful study of 

the problem, We recommend against attempting to include choice of law 

rules in the recommended legislation. 

The Comment to Section 1380.2 states that "this section cannot be 

applied to invalidate a power created prior to the operative date of the 

tit1e--Ju1y I, 1970." It has been questioned whether the section itself 

clearly so states. To make this matter clear, an additional sentence 

could be added to Section 1380.2 to read: 

Nothing in this section makes invalid a power of appointment that 
was created prior to July 1, 1970, and which was valid under the 
law in existence at the time it was created. 

If this sentence is added to the section, the Comment should be revised 

to add a sentence reading: 

Note that Section 1380.2 deals only with the "release" or "exercise" 
of a power or the "assertion of a right" given by thiB title. Since 
the section does not deal with "creation" of powers of appointment, 
nothing in the section makes invalid a power of appointment created 
prior to July 1, 1970, where such power was valid under the law in 
existence at the time it was created. Under Section 1380.2, for 
example, the rights of creditors after July 1, 1970, with respect to 
a power of appointment, whether created before or after July 1, 1970, 
are controlled by Sections 1390.1-1390.4. Likewise, after July 1, 
1970, such matters as the exercise of a power of appointment are 
governed by this title--even though the power of appointment was 
created prior to July 1, 1970. 

Section 1381.1 (page 12) 

No questions concerning the definitions in this section were raised. 

However, Professor Rabin (Exhibit I, page 2) suggests that additional 

definitions be considered: 

(1) Should "exercise" be defined. Does the word "exercise" include 

attempted or ineffective exercises? The answer to Professor Rabin's 
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question is that in some cases the word "exercise" does include an in-

effective exercise but in other cases it does not. The meaning of the 

word appears to be clear in the context of various sections although we 

have not examined each section of the bill '"ith this in mind. A revision 

that might be desirable would be to insert "effectively" before "exercised" 

in those cases where this addition would be appropriate. We do not, 

however, recommend this addition. The other statutes do not define this 

term. 

(2) ~ word "appointment" is not defined, nor is the word "created" 

or "effective." Professor Rabin asks; "Is a power 'created' by will 

'effective' when the will is executed or when the testator-donor dies. 

The latter, preSUltBbly; but it would be useful to the average practitioner 

to have this set forth in the definitions." None of the other statutes 

c define these terms. 

Section 1381.2 (page 13) 

Professor Rabin (Exhibit I, page 2) asks; "Should not a statement 

that a power to revoke is a general power be included?" 

Dean Halbach (Exhibit IV) states that the adoption of the tax 

definition "is a good idea as a general matter, but I have sane questions 

about the desirability of this in several instances." He is concerned 

about the definition of a "general" power insofar as that definition 

affects.the rule against perpetuities and the rights of creditors. 

Professor Dukem1nier (Exhibit II, page 5) is likeliise concerned about the 

broad definition of "general" power insofar as the rule against perpetui-

ties is concerned. These comments are discussed later under the sections 

c of the proposed legislation that relate to the rule against perpetuities 

and rights of creditors. Tbe writers did not object to the use of the 

tax definition generally. 
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Section 1381.3 (page 15) 

The staff suggests that this section be revised to read: 

1381.3. (a) A power of appointment is "testamentary" if 
it is exercisable only by a will or can become effective only at 
the death of the donee • 

(b) A power of appointment is "presently exercisable" if 
it is not testamentary and (i) it was is exercisable from the 
time of its creation or (ii) if its effective exercise was post
poned ~ eat the period of postponement has expired. 

The revision of subdivision (a) follows a suggestion by the Cali

fornia Bankers Association Committee (Exhibit Ill, comment 2). If this 

change is made we suggest that we add the following to the Comment: 

A power of appointment that can be exercised by inter vivos 
instrument as well as by will is not one that can be exercised 
"only by a will." A power of appointment is one that "can 
become effective only at the death of the donee" where, for 
example, a testator gives his wife a power of appOintment aver 
such of his property "as may remain undisposed of at her «ath," 
such power to be exercised "only by a written instrument, other 
than a will, on file with the Trustee at the death of TIIY wife." 
If the creating instrument, f-or example, contains acoiiditIOn 
that "any distribution [in accordance with the exercise of the 
power of appointment by written instrument (other than a will) 
delivered to the trustee during the donee's lifetime] shall 
be made after the donee's death," then the power of appointment 
is "testamentary" since it "can become effective only at the 
death of the donee." 

See Exhibit V for samples of foms used by banks to create the "teatamenUlry" 

powers of appointment that do not involve use of a will. The recommended 

revision recognizes that there is no difference in substance between this 

type of power of appOintment and a power of appointment that can be 

exercised only by a will. 

The first sentence of the revised Comment makes a clarification 

suggested by Professor Rabin (Exhibit I, page 2), but does not involve 

revision of the statute itself as he suggested. The statute appears to 

be clear but we ha'.'e added the first sentence merely because Professor 

Rabin expressed concern that it might not be clear. 
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Section 1381.4 (page 16) 

Dean Halbach (Exhibit IV, page 3) makes the following comment: 

On page 16, Section 1381.4 defines an "imperative" power 
as one which exists when the creating instrument manifests an 
intent to benefit permissible appointees even if the donee fails 
to exercise the power. I wonder if it is desirable to leave no 
guidance for the court in determining when such an intent is 
manifested in the instrument. For example, is it now clear the t 
there is sufficient manifestation of such intent whever the 
permissible appointees are described in terms of a reasonably 
definite or ascertainable class (e.g., "children" or "descendants") 
and no takers in default of appointment are specified. Under 
present law this would be sufficient. 

There is merit to this comment. However, the staff suggests that the 

follOWing be added to the Comment to Section 1381.4 in lieu of making 

any revision of the section: 

Section 1381.4 does not state what constitutes a manifesta
tion of intent that the permissible appointees be benefited even 
if the donee fails to exercise the power. The coDllJ1On lew ruJ.es 
that determine when such an intent has been manifested will con
tinue to apply. See Section 1380.1 and the Comment thereto. 

Section 1382.2 (page 18) 

The California Bankers Association Committee (Exhibit III) comments: 

We wonder whether this provision applies to a declaration 
of trust by a Trustee. In such a situation, the property is 
transferred to the Trustee by a separate instrument and the 
Trustee decleres that he is holding the property in trust for 
specified purposes. The declaration is not an instrument suf
ficient to transfer the interest in property so we believe that 
1382.2 should be extended to cover this situation. 

This comment points out that Section 1382.2 does not cover the situation 

referred to in the comment. What about a case where the donor "reserves" 

a power. In this connection, it should be noted that Michigan has 

enacted the following provisions dealing with this problem: 
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155. (1) A power may be cnated by any creating instrument 

which is executed in the manner required tu law for that instru
ment. 

(2) The donor of a power must be a person capable of trans
ferring the intenst in property to which the power relates and 
having a transferable interest in such property. 

Subdivision (2) of the Michigan statute is similar to Section 1382.1. 

Subdivision (1) differs significantly from our Section 1}82.2 and is a 

better provision. See the definition of "creating instrument" in Section 

1}81.1(f). The New York statute is similar to the Michigan statute: 

10-4.1. (a) The donor of a power of appointment: 

* * * * * (2) Must have created or reserved the power by a written 
instrument executed by him in the manner provided by law. 

Our provision may be based in part on the Minnesota provision which reads: 

502.63. A donor may create a power of apPOintment only by 
an instrument executed with the same formalities as one which 
would pass title to the property covered by the power. 

This provision, however, is significantly diffennt from the one included 

in our tentative recommendation and is not as good as the Michigan and New 

York provisions (which are later statutes than the ICinnesota statuk)' 

Section 1384.1 (page 20) 

The California Bankers Association Committee comments: 

We are concerned how this prOVision will apply to minors who 
do have the capacity to transfer an interest in property even 
though it is voidable. 

It would seem that a power of appointment would rarely be given to a 

minor, but the comment quoted above raises the question whether the 

statute needs clarification or perhaps the Comment should be supplemented. 

It should be noted that persons under the age of 18 years lack 

testamentary capacity (Probate Code Sections 20, 21). Similarly, a 

person under the age of 18 may not ·"make a contract relating to real 

property, or any intenst therein, or relating to any personal property 
-7-



rot in his immediate possession or control" (Civil Code Section 33). 

And of course, generally speaking, contracts of a minor over the age of 

18 are subject to disaffirmance by either the minor or his estate upon 

restoration of the consideration received (Civil Code Section 35). Tbe 

contracts of a minor over 18 who has contracted a lawful marriage are 

valid "the same as if he were 21 years of age." There would certainly 

appear to be a substantial conflict between the thrust of those sections 

and Section 1392.1 which makes the exercise of a power of appointment 

irrevocable. With respect to an exercise of a power by a person under 18, 

the exercise would perhaps be considered totally ineffective or void 

because of a total lack of capacity (although query whether the appointive 

assets would be considered to be within the donee's "immediate possession 

or control" and the transfer or exercise, therefore, only voidable. When 

the minor is over age 18, a testamentary disposition would presumably 

be given effect. HOwever, an inter vivos exercise would, it seems, be 

subject to disaffirmance under Section 35, but not under Section 1392.1. 

Section 1384.1 is substantially the same as the statutes in Michigan 

and Wisconsin. New York merely provides that the donor of a power of 

appointment must "manifest his intention to confer the power on a person 

capable of holding the appointive property." Minnesota deals with the 

problem expressly: 

502.66. Any donee, except a minor, who would be capable of 
conveying the property covered by the power may exercise a power 
of appointment. 

If no revision is made in the statute, the reference to the Minnesota statute 

should be deleted from the Cbmment. 
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Consideration should be given to whether this conflict is merely 

one of those areas that will be left to judicial resolution or whether 

the problem should be resolved in the statute. Since the staff is 

unable to predict with any certainty what the result would be in the 

absence of a provision in the statute, we suggest that.the statute be 

clarified by making the existing section subdivision (a) of the section 

and adding the following subdivision to Section 1384.1: 

(b) A donee who is a minor may exercise a power of appoint
ment only if: 

(1) He is over the age of 18 years and exercises the power 
of appointment by a will; or 

(2) He is deemed to be an adult person for the purpose of 
entering into any engagement or transaction respecting property 
or his estate under Civil Code Section 25. 

Section 1385.1 (page 21) 

Professor Rabin (Exhibit II, page 2) suggests that the phrase 

"Except as provided in Section 1385.2," be inserted at the beginning 

of subdiviSion (d). We consider this addition unnecessary. Section 

1385.2 obviously is an exception to subdivision (d); otherwise there 

would be no purpose in including it in the statute. 

This section, by use of the word "instrument" throughout, impliedly 

excludes the oral exercise of a power of appointment. If intended, this 

exclusion perhaps should be made more explicit in the Comment. If not 

intended, the language of the section should be amended, perhaps by 

substituting "in a manner" for "by an instrument." 

With respect to subdivision (b), the Bankers Legislative Committee 

states: 

With regard to 1385.1(b), we would question the rationale 
of allowing exercise by a written will where the instrument states 
that the power is to be exercisable by an inter vivos instrument. 
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This could hold up the distribution of property subject to a 
power to takers in default where the Trustee has not 
received an inter vivo s instrument. The Trustee would have 
to wait until it is certain that the power was not exercised 
by will. If the donor of a power wants it to be exercised 
either by an inter vivos instrument or by a will, it would 
be easy enough to so state. 

This comment presents a matter that is purely a weighing of the relative 

advantages and disadvantages. 

The Bankers Legislative Committee states "We do not understand 

l385.l(d)." Subdivision (d) does not define "additional" formalities, 

but there are requirements that may be expressed in "the creating instru-

ment as to the manner, time, and conditions of the exercise of the power," 

that should be considered mere or "additional formalities" and which can, 

therefore, be disregarded under subdivision (d). A requirement of 

subscription by three witnesses would be such a requirement. Whether 

or not a specific requirement is a "formality" or a vital requirement to 

be given effect is left entirely to judicial decision. This approach 

may be unavoidable, but the comment of the Oommittee indicates perhaps 

that clarification of the purpose and intent of the subdivision is needed. 

Perhaps page 23, which contains the Comment to subdivision (d), was 

inadvertently omitted on the copies we distributed for comment. To 

further clarify the meaning of subdivison (d) the staff suggests that 

the following sentence be added at the end of the Q:lmment on page 23: 

Such a formality would be, for example, a requirement that the 
execution of the instrument exercising the power be witnessed 
by three subscribing witnesses. 
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Section 1]85.2 (Eage 24) 

Professor Rabin (Exhibit I, page 3) suggests that the following 

sentence be added at the end of this section: 

An attempted exercise by reference to "all powers," or 
by a similar phrase does not constitute a specific 
reference. 

We do not consider this addition necessary. We think the language 

of the section is clear and the Comment states the substance of the pro-

posed addition to the statute. The comparable provision of the Michigan 

statute reads: 

except that if the creating instrument explicitly directs that 
no instrument shall be effective to exercise the power unless 
it contains a reference to the specific power, an instrument 
that lacks such reference does not validly exercise the power. 

This may be a better statement than Section 1]85.2. 

The comparable Wisconsin provision reads: 

232.03. (1) If the donor has explicitly directed that 
no instrument shall be effective to exercise the power unless 
the instrument contains a reference to the specific power, in 
order to exercise effectively such a power the donee's instru
ment must contain a specific reference to the power or the 
creating instrument and expressly manifest an intention to 
exercise the power or transfer the property covered by the 
power. 

Section 1]85.3 (page 25) 

The second sentence of this section should be made subdivision (b) 

and the last sentence should be subdiviSion (c). 

Consideration should be given to adding "Unless otherwise restricted 

by the creating instrument," at the beginning of the last sentence. 

The Bankers Legislative Committee comments: 

We believe that the phrase • • . "Dr becanes legally incapable 
of consenting" should be deleted, otherwise the incompetency 
of the donor, or a person having a substantial adverse interest 
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c could cause a tax trap under Internal Revenue Code Section 
2041(b)(1)(C). Civil r~de Section 860 only covers the death 
situation. 

The suggested "tax trap" is that a power may become a "general power" for 

tax purposes upon the incompetency of the donor or the person having a 

substantial adverse interest whose consent is required. The suggested 

alternative of the Bankers, however, apparently prevents the exercise 

of the power .where a person whose consent is required becomes legally 

incapacitated. Same choice must be made between these conflicting consider-

ations, and the staff believes that the choice reflected in the section 

is sound. 
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Section 1386.2 (page 29) 

Professor Rabin (Exhibit I, page 3) suggests a technical change: 

Insert "only" before "if" in the fourth line of the section. This ap-

pears to be a desirable change. 

The Bankers Legislative Committee specifically approves the policy 

of this section and, in substance, questions whether the section goes 

far enough in changing existing law: 

We believe the change to avoid inadvertent exercise of 
the powers is an excellent one. However, it might be noted 
that, in the rare situation wbere a power is exercised by a 
residuary clause under 1386.2, and the power is a pre-l94l 
power, it would subject the property to U.S.Estate taxation. 
However, this has to be balanced against the disadvantage of 
a reversion. 

Professor Rabin (Exhibit I), on the other hand, believes that the 

section goes too far in changing existing law. He states: 

A fundamental change which I urge would alter paragraph 
(a) to read as follows: "(a) The creating instrument does not 
require that the donee make a specific reference to the power; 
and • • • ." This would basically mere ly modify Probate Code 
§l25, whereas §1386.2(a) as now proposed radically changes it. 
I have previously written on this matter as follows: 

"To start, we may ask, "Why should not the donee 
attempt to exercise all powers which he may possess at 
the time of his death?" The testator-donee ordinarily 
wishes to benefit his legatees to the maximum extent of 
his ability. He wants to pass any property which he can 
to his legatees. A failure to dispose of unknown or after
acquired appointive property is as unnatural as a failure 
to dispose of unknown or after-acquired owned property. 
Unless there are disadvantages to disposing of unknown 
appointive property which outweigh the donee'S natural 
desire to benefit his legatees, the donee should attempt 
to exercise unknown powers." (51 Corn. L.Q. 2 (1965)) 

As far as non-tax factors are concerned I believe that a 
rule which makes the residuary clause exercise all powers (in 
the absence of an expressed contrary intent by either the donor 
or the donee) will more often promote a just disposition than the 
contrary rule. Suppose, for example, that H creates a trust for 
W for life ramainder as she shall appoint by will, and in default 
of appointment to her issue by right of representation. Twenty 
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years later W dies, leaving two sons and a daughter. Her will 
neglects to manifest any intention concerning the power. Her 
residuary clause gives all of her property to her needy daughter, 
and makes no provision for her sons, who already have ample wealth. 
Under section 1386.2 as now written the three children would share 
equally in the appointive assets. Yet the donor wanted such an 
"equal" disposition only as a backstop. He wanted to prefer that 
child who his wife preferred and it seems most likely that if W 
had considered her power of appointment she would have exercised 
it in favor of the daughter. Yet proposed §1386.2 requires the 
opposite result. I strongly believe that the example given 
above is typical; and that cases in which a more just disposi
tion will occur under §1386.2 as now written are comparatively 
rare. 

As far as tax factors are concerned (mentioned at page 5 
of the introduction) these have been given undue importance. 
Serious tax disadvantages may result from a thoughtless or 
inadvertent exercise only (1) when the power was created before 
October 22, 1942, and (2) it was a general power, and (3) the 
donor was not also the donee. See generally Rabin, op. cit. 
supra, at page 3. If, considering the above, the tax danger 
is still considered serious, the present form of section 1386.2 
could be used to apply to all general powers created before 
October 22, 1942, and my proposed statute could be applied to 
all other powers. 

Professor Rabin's suggested revision might be more acceptable if the 

word "Will" were deleted from subdivision (b) so that the donee's actual 

intent, as in Estate of Carter, not to exercise the power could be shown, 

even though there is nothing in his will one way or the other. 

The Commission has given considerable thought to this change. It 

meets the approval of the Bankers Legislative Committee but not Professor 

Rabin. The question is strictly one of policy. 

Section 1386.3 (page 31) 

Professor Rabin (Exhibit I) presents the following case: 

Suppose the donor executes a will creating a power exer
cisable by will in the donee and the donee executes a will 
purporting to exercise that power. Thereafter the donee dies 
and a few years later the donor dies without having changed 
his will. Section 1386.3 seems to say that the appointment 
by the donee js ineffective:--This position is debatable as 
a matter of policy, but in any event the section should be 
clarified. 
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The staff believes that the section does not purport to cover the situation 

presented by Professor Rabin since the will creating the power would be 

revocable until the donor's death and the power of appointment should not 

therefore be considered to be "existing at the donee's death." The 

requirement that the power be one "existing at the donee's death" would 

necessarily imply that the purported exercise in Rabin's case would be 

ineffective. To avoid any doubt in the result, we suggest that the 

following sentence be added to the Comment: 

Section 1386.3 requires that the power of appointment be one 
"existing at the donee's death." Thus, where the donor executes 
a will creating a power exercisable by will and the donee exe
cutes a will purporting to exercise that power and thereafter 
the donee dies and later the donor dies without having changed 
his will, the attempted exercise by the donee is ineffective 
because the power of appointment was not one "existing at the 
donee's death," because the donor could have revoked his will 
at any time before his death. 

Sections 1387.1 and 1387.2 (pages ]2-33) 

Professor Rabin comments: 

Sometimes the creator of a power of appointment states 
that the donee can appoint "the fee," or "the principal," 
or "the corpus." These sections should make clear that such 
words ordinarily do not impose any restrictions on the donee. 
Perhaps section 1387.1 could read as follows: 

(a) In the absence of a clearly manifested contrary intent 
of the donor, the donee of a general power of appointment may 
make: 

* * * * * 
(c) The fact that the creating instrument gives the donee 

the power to appoint "the fee," "the prinCipal," "the cOrpus lf 

or uses similar expressions does not alone indicate a clearly 
manifested contrary intent. 

The introductory clause of subdivision (a), if any change is to be made, 

should probably read: "Unless the creating instrument clearly manifests 

a contrary intent,". The addition of such an introductory clause seems 
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desirable. The addition of subdivision (c) may be a desirable clarifi-

cation if the introductory clause is added to subdivision (a). 

The introductory clause of Section 1387.2 should be revised to 

read: "Subject to the limitations imposed by the creating instrument,". 

Section 1388.2 (page 38) 

This section, based on Civil Code Section 1060, obviously has not 

been given careful consideration. We merely substantially reenacted the 

existing law. The comments received indicate that subdivision (c) of 

the section should be revised. 

The Bankers Legsialtive Committee states: "We believe that if the 

instrument exercising the power is to be delivered to the Trustee, the 

release should also be required to be delivered to the Trustee. This 

would require a change in 1388.2(c)." 

Professor Rabin comments on subdivision (c) as follows: 

This subdivision is based on the existing subdivision 3 
of Civil Code §1060. The wide variety of places of possible 
delivery of the release makes it difficult for a purchaser from 
an apparent appointee, to protect himself from a release un
known to him. Subpart (4) of subdivision (c) aggravates the 
problem by requiring such persons to check the recorder's office 
of possibly three counties. In addition, should the donee 
change his residence or place of business the recorder's office 
at his old residence or place of business would have to be 
checked. Perhaps the statute should provide for filing only as 
provided in (1) or (2) ordinarily, with the alternate places 
being permitted only if no person is specified, or there is 
no trust. 

We suggest that subdivision (c) be revised to read: 

(c) A release shall be delivered as provided in this sub
division: 

(1) If the creating instrument specifies a person to whom 
a release is to be delivered, the release shall be delivered 
to that person but delivery need not be made as provided in this 
paragraph if the circumstances are such that personal service 
of process could not be made on such person. 
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(2) In cases where delivery is not governed by paragraph 
(1) and where the property to which the power relates is held 
by a trustee, the release shall be delivered to such trustee. 

(3) In cases not covered by paragraph (1) or (2), release 
may be delivered to any of the following: 

(i) Any person, other than the donee, who could be adversely 
affected by the exercise of the power. 

(ii) The county recorder of the county in which the donee 
resides, or has a place of business, or in which the deed, will, 
or other instrument creating the power is filed. 

Note that, among other changes, we have eliminated the constructive notice. 

The Comment should be revised to add: 

The provision of former Civil Code Section 1060 relating to recording 
as constructive notice has been omitted because the provision was 
inconsistent with the recording provisions relating to real property 
and the general principles of constructive notice. The constructive 
notice provision of Section 1060 made it extremely difficult or im
possible for a purchaser from an apparent appointee to protect him
self from a release unknown to him. 

Dean Halbach (Exhibit IV, page 3) suggests that attention be directed 

to the release of powers by a fiduciary, a deficiency in Civil Code Sec-

tion 1060 and a problem not dealt with by the tentative recommendation. 

The staff does not fully understand the suggestion. It appears to be a 

problem that merits attention but would require a significant amount of 

research. 

Section 1389.2 (page 41) 

Rabin (Exhibit I, page 5) suggests that "confers on its donee a 

right of selection" is superfluous. We agree. 

Section 1389.3 (page 43) 

Rabin (Exhibit I, page 5) suggests that subdivision (a) be amended 

to read "(a) ••. , or makes an ineffective appointment, in whole or in 

part," • This appears to be a de sirable revision. 

-17-
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Rabin further suggests: 

Subdivision (b) and the phrase "other to a trustee upon 
a trust" in subdivision (c) should be omitted entirely. There 
is no reason (other than some ill thought out precedent in 
states other than California) why appointments in trust should 
be "captured" but similar appointments not in trust should not. 

Note that the distinction between (b) and (c) is in part a matter 

of burden of proof. Under (b) the donee gets the property unless 

a contrary intent is manifested. Under (c) the donee gets the 

property if an intent to assume control of the property for all 

purposes is shown. There is some merit to Professor Rabin's suggestion. 

Section 1389.4 (page 46) 

The Bankers Legislative Committee (Exhibit III, point 9) suggests 

that Section 1389.4 be revised to conform to the change they propose 

in subdivision (a) of Section 1381.3 so that it covers both by will 

and by an instrument other than a will which becomes effective at 

death. This suggestion presents a question of policy as to how far 

the anti-lapse statute should be extended. 

Section 1390.3 (page 49.) 

The Bankers Legislative Committee (Exhibit III) has two concerns 

witb Section 1390.3: 

We have two concerns with l390.3(a)--

(1) -We d~not believe proper~y subject to a
general power of appointment even though it is presently 
exercisable should be liable for expenses of administra
tion of the donee's probate estate. 

(2) The property should only have secondary 
liability for the claims of creditors of the donee, 
in accordance with the Restatement of Property Rule, 
Section 329. 

In the typical A-B trust, where the surv~v~ng spouse has 
a general power of appointment over Trust "A", it is common for 
the surviving spouse not to exercise the power so that, upon 
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c· the death of the survlvlng spouse, Trust "A" passes into 
Trust "B", the residuary or "by-passing" trust, while 
property held by the surviving spouse will pass to others. 
We agree that creditors should be protected but that we 
should not cause property to pass to others than those 
intended. 

The rationale of the existing section is that property subject 

to a general power of appointment is indistinguishable for all 

practical purposes fran property "owned" by the donee and therefore 

should be treated identically. 

Dean Halbach is also concerned that the broad definition of a 

general power, based on the tax law definition (Section 1381.2), 

exposes property subject to a power of appointment to claims of 

creditors of the donee in situations where this may not be 

desirable: 

I suppose the most fundamental question I would raise 
concerning the entire recommendation has to do with the way 
in which and the purposes for which the property law definition 
of general power of appointment has now been totally equated 
with the tax definition. Essentially, I have no doubt that 
this is a good ioea as a general matter, but I have some 
question about the desirability of this in several instances. 
I think they should at least be considered. I am sure that 
Dick Powell has thought about these things extensively, and 
I have not had an opportunity to discuss this aspect of these 
problems with him. Nevertheless, I think I would came to 
different conclusions than he has and suggest that the Law 
Revision Commission give some special attention to these 
matters. It strikes me as doubtful that every power which 
falls within the rather broad definition of a general power 
should expose the subject matter to the claims of all of the 
donee's creditors •••. Let me use an example, which might 
also serve to suggest some of the problems of uncertainty 
contained in the definition of general powers of appointment, 
as ueU as some of the problems resulting fran this classifica
tion. Assume that the donor has created a power of appointment 
under which the life beneficiary of a trust can appoint 
principal to his ex-wife or to any of his children. Assume 
also that his right to so appoint is not restricted so as to 
preclude the appointed assets from being used to discharge his 
alimony or support obligations to these persons. This power 
would be classified for tax purposes as a general power of 
appointment according to the Federal Estate Tax Regulations. 
Should the principal of the trust estate therefore be subject 
to the claims of all creditors of the life beneficiary? If 
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c so, should there be no priority (reflecting a respect for 
the intentions of the donor) given 10 the needs of the 
divorced spouse and children? Many variations of this 
factual situation could be given, and scme would be far 
less appealing than others as cases in which one might 
want not to allow some creditors to reach the assets. 

A special provision could be added to Section 1390.3 to except the 

case described by Dean Halbach from the claims of creditors of the 

donee. Perhaps a better solution, however, is to adopt the 

priority suggestion of the Bankers Legislative Committee. 

Dean Halbach continues: 

Further questions relating to classification of 
pOY1ers that I would like to bring to your attention are 
the following. The comment (bottom p. 13) indicates that 
the exceptions contained in the tax law definition of general 
powers are omitted as being insignificant in connection with 
non-tax problems. This seems to mean that the ascertainable 
standard power under which a person can invade a trust for 
his own health, education, support andrnaintenance (non
taxable) would constitute a general power of appointment 
over the entire subject matter of the trust. If this is 
so, as would seem to be the case when this exception in 
the tax law is excluded from our legislation, such a limited 
"general" power would at least arguably be sufficient ••• to 
expose the entire trust estate to the claims of the donee's 
creditors • . • • One might think initially that it was 
appropriate to permit creditors to reach such property, but 
then one should consider what this means in terms of the 
donee's opportunity to subvert the objectives of the trust 
by deliberately incurring obligations for his own benefit 
extending beyond the benefits the support which the creator 
of the trust had sought to provide. 

Obviously, there is no easy solution to the rights of creditors 

problems. Here again, the staff believes that the priority system 

suggested by the Bankers Legislative Committee probably is the best 

solution if the Commission wishes to depart from the statute as 

now drafted. 

Section 1391.1 (page 52) 

Professor Dukeminier (Exhibit II) demonstrates ratber concisely 

an existing defect in the California statutes regarding the rule 
-20-



against perpetuities (Civil Code Section 715.8) and the perpetuation 

of this defect in the draft statute on powers of appointment. (In 

a separate memorandum suggesting a new topic for study, the staff 

proposes that the Commission request authority to study the rule 

against perpetuities generally so that the defect which Professor 

Dukeminier points out can be eliminated from our law.) Dean Halbach 

(Exhibit IV) also is greatly concerned that Section 1391.1 (rule 

against perpetUities) is defective. 

To eliminate the problem outlined by Dukeminier and Halbach, 

the staff suggests that Section 1391.1 be redrafted as follows: 

1391.1. The permissible period under the applicable 
rule against perpetuities with respect to interests sought 
to be created by an exercise of a power of appointment 
begins: 

(a) In the case of an instrument exerc~s~ng a general 
power of appointment presently exercisable by only one person, 
on the date the appointment becomes effective. 

(b) In all other situations, at the time of the creation 
of the power. 

We suggest that the Comment include the substance of the 

following which we have adapted from Professor Dukeminier's letter: 

Subdivision (a) is limited to a case where the power 
of appointment is presently exercisable by only one person. 
Subdivision (b), rather than subdivision (a~pplies to a 
general power held by two or more persons. This distinction 
between general powers held by one person and general powers 
held by two or more persons is consistent with the rule in 
most other states. E.g., In Re Morgan's Trust, 118 N.Y.S.2d 
556 (1953). See also-Re Churston Settled Estates, [1954] 
Ch. 334; Crane, Consent Powers and Joint Powers, 18 Conv. 
(N.S.) 565 (1954). Insofar as an interest sought to be 
created by an exercise of a power of appointment is concerned, 
the rule stated in Section 1391.1 prevails over the rule 
stated in Civil Code Section 715.8 in cases where the power 
of appointment is presently exercisable by more than one 
person. 
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This revision takes care of 'the serious problem identified by the 

commentators. If you have concern about the revision of Section 

1391.1, we urge you to study Exhibits II and IV before the meeting. 

It is recognized that Civil Code Section 715.8 will remain 

inconsistent in principle with revised Section 1391.1. However, 

the staff suggests in another memorandum that we request authority 

to make a study that undoubtedly would result in a recommendation 

that Section 715.8 be repealed. 

Section 1392.1 (page 55) 

The Bankers Legislative Committee (Exhibit III, comment 11) 

states: 

We believe that the trust rule under Civil Code Section 
2280 should apply to Section 1392.1 so that the donee of 
a power exercisable by a written instrument other than a 
will which becomes effective at death could change the 
instrument from time to time unless expressly made 
irrevocable. 

Section 1392.1 reflects the policy espoused by the consultant and is 

consistent with the statutes recently enacted in other states. 

However, only a few states have a rule similar to Civil Code Section 

2280. The matter has been discussed at prior meetings but further 

discussion may be desirable. 

Respectfully submitted, 

John H. DeMoully 
Executive Secretary 
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Firat Supp. EXBIBl'l' I ""'l'Udla 68-77 
UNIVERSITY OF CAliFORNIA, DAVIS 

8CBDOL 0lI' UW 

John H. DeMoully, Executive Secretary 
California Law Re~ision Commission 
Stanford University School OC Law 
Stanford, California 94305 

Dear John: 

June 21, 1968 

I have received the Commission's Tentative Recommendation relating to 
Powers of Appointment. In one week I go abroad; on my return in August I 
am afraid that the.Committee's Recommendations might be somewhat lost in 
the backlog of accumulated matters. I therefore submit the following 
s~at hurried comments now. Since they !It somewhat hurried I would 
undoubtedly revise or abandon some of them on further thought, and they 
by no means cover all of the proposed sections. Also I do not have the 
research study prepared by Professor Powell (although I do have the 
"Supplementary material to research study by Professor Powell"), nor do 
I have page 23 of the Tentative Recommendations, which was omitted from 
my copy inadvertently. If you could send'these two materials I would 
greatLy appreciate it, and they might cause me to modify some of my com
ments, which follow. 

* * 
.' 

I. In General 

Since the revocable inter vivos trust with power to appoint is 
frequently used as a will substitute, existing statutory provisions 
relating to wills should, perhaps, be assimilated to the revocable trust 
area. The proposed statllte has already done this as regards the anti
lapse statute (see 11389.4). Also prior legislation has extended spousal 
rights in quasi~communitY.property under a will to revocable trusts. 
(Probate Code 1201.8). It should be considered whether, when a trust 
serving as a will substitute is involved, (1) an omitted neir or spouse 
should be protected in the same way tnat such person is protected in the 
will context (see Probate Code 1570, 71, 90, 91); (2) rules of construc
tion applicable. to Wills (Probate Code !i lOO-109) should be extended to 
such trus ts; and (3) res trictions on chari table beques ts (Probate Code 
1540-43) should be extended to Charitable appointments under revocable 
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trusts. In short it should be recognized that a disposition under a power 
of appointment appended to a revocable trust resembles a testamentary dis
position as much as an appointive disposition. See e.g., Katz v. U.S., 
382 F.2d 723, 730 (9th Cir. 1967). 

II. Specific Sections 

Section 1380:2 

This section deals w " uroblems arising from changes of law due to 
"time." It (or a separat, ,ection) should deal with changes of law due 
to "space." or conflict of laws. For example, sb.ould the law of the 
donor's or donee's domicile control? What of the law of tbe situs of the 
trust? 

Section 1381.1, 

Perhaps the definitions should include "exercise." Does the word 
"exercise" include attempted or ineffective exercises? The word "appoint
ment" is not defined, nor is the word "created," or "effective." Is a 
power "created" by will "effective" when the will is executed or when the 
testator-donor dies. The latter, presumably; but it would be useful to 
the average practitioner to have this set forth in the definitions. 

Section 1381.2 

Should not a statement that a power to revoke is a general power bp 
i.nc luded? ,:. 

Section .1381.3 

I have doubts abou~ the Restatement terminology adopted here. Under 
this terminology a power exercisable by deed or will, is not "testamentary" 
because it is not exercisable only by will. If I am correct that this is 
confuSing it is serious since almost all powers exercisable by deed are 
also exercisable by will. See Section 1383.1 and 1385.1(b). 

Perhaps a better terminology would be one which referred to powers 
exercisable (1) by deed (2) by will or (3) by deed or will. As a sub
-'.4SS of powers, exercisable by deed one could distinguish between "pres
ently exerCisable" and "not presently exercisable" powers. 

Section 1385.1 

Page 23 of my copy is miSSing. I would like the opportunity to coume,.t 
on this section after-receiving page 23 (and also Professor Powell's research 
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study). I will hazard, however, one preliminary observation. The apparent 
effect of section 1385.1(d) is limited by section 1385.2. Therefore per
''<lpS section 1385.l(d) should cOlll!lence as follows: "Except as provided in 
section 1385.2, . .. ~ It 

Section 1385.2 

The comments indicated . i'at the intent of the section is to prevent 
a "blanket" clause exercb: "all powers" from being effllctive when there 
is a specific reference ret' ~rement. The scant authority indicates that 
the statute may not accompiish its purpose. See Rabin, Blind Exercises ~~ 

Powers of ApPOintment, 51 Corn. L,Q. 1, 17-20 (1965). A sentence added to 
che end of section 1385.2, such as the following, would solve the problem. 
'An attempted exercise by reference to "all powers, It or by a similar phrase 
3hall not constitute a specific reference ," 

Section 1386.2 

If the fundamental philosophy of this section is to be 
recommend, as a stylistic change, the insertion of the word 
the sec ci.on reads " • • • covered by the power only 1£: • • 

kept I would 
"only" so tlla .. 

II 

A fundamental change which I urge would alter paragraph (a) to read 
as follows: "(a) The creating lnstrwaent does not require that the donee 
make a specific reference to the power; and •••• " This would basically 
merely modify Probate Code 1125, whereas 11386,2(a) as now proposed rad:' .. __ , 
changes it, I have previously written on this ma.~ter as follows: 

" 

"To start, we .may ask, ''Why should uot the oionee,.attempt to 
exercise'all powers which he may possess at the' time of his death?" 
The testator-donee ordinarily wishes to 'benefit b.1s legatees to tb.e 
maximum extent of his ability. He wants to pass any property which 
b.e can to his legatees. A failure to dispose of unknown or after
acquired appointive property is as unnatural as a failure to dis
pose of unknown or after-acquired owned property. Unless there 
are diSadvantages to disposing of unknown appointive property 
which outweigh the donee's ·natural desire to benefit his lega
tees, tb.e donee should attempt to exercise unknown powera." 

(51 Corn. L.Q. 2 (1965» 

As far as non-tax factors are concerned I believe that a rule which 
makes the residuary clause exercise all powers (in the absence of an ex
pressed contrary intent by either the donor or the donee) will more.often 
promote a just disposition than the contrary rule. Suppose, for example, 
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that H creates a trust for W for life remainder as she shall appoint by will, 
and in default of appointment to her issue by right of representation. 
TWenty years later W dies, leaving two sons and a daughter. Her will neg
lects to manifest any intention concerning the power. Her residuary clause 
gives all of her property to her needy daughter, and makes no provision for 
her sons, who already have ample wealth. Under section 1386.2 as now 
written the three 'children would share equally in the appointive assets. 
Yet the donor wanted such an "equal" disposition only as a backstop. He 
wanted to prefer that child who his wife preferred and it seems most likely 
that if W had considered her power of appointment she would have exercised 
it in favor of the daughter. Yet proposed 51386.2 requires the opposite 
result. I strongly believe that the example given above is typical; and 
that cases in which a more just disposition will occur under 51386.2 as now 
written are comparatively rare. 

As far as tax factors are concerned (mentioned at page 5 of the intro
duction) these have been given undue importance. Serious tax disadvantages 
may result from a thoughtless or inadvertent exercise only (1) when the 
power was created before October 22, 1942, and (2) it was a general power, 
and (3) the donor was not also the donee. See generally Rabin, op. cit. 
supra, at page 3. If, considering the above, the tax danger is still con
sidered serious. the present form of section 1386.2 could be used to apply 
to all general powers created before October 22, 1942, and my proposed 
statute could be applied to all other powers. 

Section 1386.3 

Suppose the donor executes a will creating a power exercisable by will 
in the donee and the donee executes a will purporting "to exercise that power. 
Thereafter the donee dies and a few years later the donor dies Without having 
changed his will. Section 1386.3 seems to say that the appointment by the 
donee is ineffective. This position is debatable as a matter of policy, but 
in any event the section should be clarified. 

Sections 1387.1 and 1387.2 

Sometimes the creator of a power of appointment states that the donee 
can appoint "the fee," or "the principal," or "the corpus." These sections 
should make clear that such words ordinarily do not impose any restrictions 
on the donee. Perhaps section 1387.1 could read as follows: 

(a) In the absence of a clearly manifested contrary intent of the donor, 
the donee of a general power of appointment may make: 
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(c) The fact that the creating instrument gives the donee the power to 
appoint "the fee," "the principal," "the corpus" or uses similar expressions 
does not alone indicate a clearly manifested contrary intent. 

Section 1388.2, subd.(cl 
, 

This subdivision is ba~d on the existing subdivision 3 of Civil Code 
11060. The wide variety of places of possible delivery of the release makes 
it difficult for a purchaser from an apparent appointee, to protect himself 
from a release unknown to him. Subpart (4) of subdivision (c) aggravates 
the problem by requiring such persons to check the recorder's office of 
possibly three counties. In addition, should the donee change his resi
dence or place of business the recorder's office at his old residence or 
place of business 1Jould have to be checked. Perhaps the statute should 
provide for filing Only as provided in (1) or (2) ordinarily, with the 
alternate places being permitted only if no person is specified, or there 
is no trust. 

Section 1389.2 

Is the phrase "confers on its donee a right of selection" superfluous 1, 

On page 42, the next to the last line trre word "donee" should probably 
be "appointee." 

Section 1389.3 

Subdivision (a) could -be amended as follows: "(a) •• , or makes an 
ineffec ti ve appointment; in whole or in part, -U 

Subdivision (b) and the phrase "other to a trustee upon a trust" in 
subdivision (c) should be omitted entirely. There is no reason (other than 
some ill thought out precedent in states other than California) why appoint
ments in trust should be "captured" but similar appointments not in trust 
should not. 

* * * 
I apologize for this long letcer, but once I got started I found it 

difficult to stop. 

EHR:rf 

Ve;:y sincerely, 

Edward H. Rabin 
Professor of Law 
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SCHOOL OF LAW 

WS ANGELES, CAI.IPO.BNl.& 90024 

July 26, 1968 

JIr. John H. Delloully, Ba:ecutive Secretary 
California 1&., Bevision Coma1aaion 
Stanford 1A1J School 
ataDford, California 94305 

Dear JIr. Delloully: 

1 bave received the tentative recoaaendation of the Cali

fornia La., Bevision COIIIIi88ion relating to Powers of Appoint

aent. In general I approve of the recOlllllended legislation. 

However, the recOJDa8J1ded legislation ls, in lIlY judpent, ser

lously defective in the section rela tinS to tbe Rule against 

Perpetulties and sbould be revised. 

'lbe proposed legiSlation and tbe cousenta tbereto make no 

reference to California Civil Code 0 715.8, enacted in 1963, 

wbicb provides aD alternative test of when an interest is vest~ 
-' . 

for purposes of the Rule against Perpetuities. Under Civil Code 

o 715.8 it is possible to create a private trust of indefinite, 

possibly perpetual, duration, 'Wbich is free of estate ta.Dtion 

throughout its duration. 'lbiS can be done by creating successive 

general pOlfUS of appointment presently exercisable by two or 

I&ore persons 'Witb adverse interests. See Dukea1n1er .. Perpetui-

C ties ReVision in California: Perpetual Trusts Pera1tted, 55 

-- .. -.--.---~. 
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Calif. L. Rev. 678 (1967). Several persoDS have noted tbat Civil 

COde I 715.8 JULy violate Article 20, I 9 of the California Con

s1:itution prohibiting perpetuities. Your propoeed legislation 

appears also to perait a trust of indefinite duration and .,. be 

open to the same constitutional objection. In any case the pol

icy of permitting trusts of indefinite duration is one ,.our coa

aiasion lIhould 'ezamil1e carefull,. before rec~nding this legis

lation. If you cODclude such trusts are undesirable your legis

lation needs revision. 

In order to sbow tbe problems, and defects in, the propoeed 

legislatillll it ill necessal'J' to set forth bere California Civil 

COde I 715.8 and two sections-of 1O\lr proposed legislation. 

California Civil COde i 715.8: 

An interest in real or personal property, lapl 
or equitable, 18 vested [for purposes of the Rule 
against Perpetuities] if and wben there is a person 
in being who could convey or there are persODS in be
ing, irrespective of the nature of their respective 
intereats, who togetber could cOIlvey a fee siJlple 
title thereto. 

Proposed Section 1381.2 ''General'' and !'special·powers 
of appoiiitiiiint: 

1381.2 (a) A power of appointaent is "Itaneral" 
to the extent that it is exercisable in favor of the 
donee, his estate, his creditors, or creditors of bis 
estate, whether or not it is exercisable in favor of 
others. AU other powe1'll of appointment are "epectal." 

(b) . . . .. 
PrODoeed Section 1391.1 Time at whicb permissible per-
10cnieg1Ji8 : 

139l.11he permissible periOd under the appli
cable rule against perpetuities beginS: 
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(a) In the case of an :l.DstrUllleDt exerc18iDg a 
general.power of appointllent other than a ge:aeral 
testaaentary power, on. the date the appointment be
COlle8 effective. 

(b) lJl all otller situations, at tile t1lle of 
the creation of the power. 

California Clvil Code i 715.8 provldes that an interest in 

property 18 vested, aDd exempt from the Rule aga1Dst Perpetuities, 

if a fee s1llple. title to the property in which the interest is 

held CaD be conveyed. No one CaD predict with ... urance what 

powers to cODvey a fee will come within Civil Code i 715.8. Courts 

_y hold that a trustee's power to sell the trust property is a 

power to cllIlvey. Or they ... y hold that a spectal power of appoint-

e MDt is a power to coovey under Civil Code i 715.8 and that by 

iDaertiDg a special power in the trustee to terJlinate the truat 

and distribute the corpus to the beneficiaries the trust is exe.pt 

from the Bule. Yet regardless of whether a trustee's power of 

sale or a special power of appointment qualifies as a power to 

convey UDder Civil Code i 715.8, a general power of appointment 

presently ~cisab1e is such a power to convey. Civil Code 

c 

• 715.8 says this p~er can be in "Persons in being"; therefore 

it can be held by aore than one person. Civil Code' 715.8 says 

a power to coovey qualifies if held by one or more persons 

"irreapectlve of the nature of ";heir respective interests." 

BeDee a general power presentlJ exercisable by two persons wlt1l 

substantial adverse interests qualif1es. Thus it 1& now possible 

in Californta to bave a trust of indefinite duration which will 

L _________________________________ _ 
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avoid estate and gift taxes throughout its duration. Here is an 

enllple: 

'1' bequeaths a fund in trust to the Bank of Amer
ica, to pay the inCCIIH to his issue per stirpes f1'Oll 
t:1llle to t1lle living. nellevel' there is 110 isBue of '1' 
alive, the BaDk of America is d1teetecl to coovey the 
trust property to Stanford tJniversity. T gives the 
adult inC:QIIe beneficiaries Who are syi juris and Stan
ford UDiversi ty. all acting jointly. the power to 
app01ll.t the. trust property to wbomever they see fit. 
'lhe trust is ez~t .from the Rule aga1ll.st Perpetuities 
under Civil COde 715.8 because a fee sillple title to 
the trust propert:v call be conYe)'8d through exercise of 
the 88Jl81'8,1 power. 

Rote that this trust is free of estate and gift taxation through

out its eziatence because the general power in 'l'fs iaaue is held 

with Stanford tJniVersity. whieb has a substantial adverse inter

est 111. the property. ilstate 'l'u liIegulatiOll8 i 20.204l-3(c)(2). 

tJnder tax law a power held with an adverse party is not a general 

power of apPointment. 

I find nothing i1l'. your pr()posed legislation which changes 

this result. In fact it appears from Proposed Section 1391.1 

that a trust of indef:.llite duration exemp't from the :aule against 

Perpetuities is permitlifiible under your proposed legislation. 

Section 1391.1 provid£f that. "In the case of an instrument 

exercising a general l'mrer of appointaent other than a general 

testaaentary power • " • (the Rule begins) on the date the appoint

lI6nt becomes effectlv:!." In the cOlDlent below appears this line: 

"tJnder subdivisioo (8: • the rule against perpetuities does not 

1. Your Proposed 8ee tion 1385.4 provides tba t joint pGHrS can be 
exercised only .wb· lD all consQt. 

----------- ---------------------
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apply to a presently exercisable general power of appointaeDt, 

whether or not postponed, until an appointment is made." This 

section makes no distinction between (1) general powers presently 

exercisable by one person and (2) general powers presently exer

cisable by severIll persons either with or without adverse inter

ests. Iben the section refers to "a general power" does it not 

refer to all types of :. 'lleral powers? I realize the section 

deals with the exercise, not the creation, of general powers. 

It can, and ordinarily will. be inferred fro. this section, how

ever, that a general power that is treated as absolute ownership 

for purpOil8S of t'est11lg its exel'cise is to be 'treated as abso

lute ownership for purposes of test11lg its creation. I do not 

see how a distinction, va.1id in policy. can be dran between 

creation and exercise of general powers. They either equal 

absolute ownership or they don't. 

In the cOllllllent to Proposed Section 1381.2, which defines a 

general power, it is st'ated: "'!'be exceptions [respecting powers 

held jointly and with adverse parties} conta1lled in the tax law 

definitions are omitted because those exceptions are significant 

only in cOllDection with tax problems. Oat.sion of the exceptions 

follows the exaarple of Hew York, Wisconsin, and lIich1£aD." This 

comment aystif1es 1M. In the first place. california perpetuities 

.LaW differs froa the 1&wol New York, Wisconsin, and Michigan. 

C In most st'ates only a general power presently exercisable !!l. .2!! 

peraon exempts the property from the aule against Perpetuities. 

------------------~~----~ ~ ------~ ... _-...j 
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In that s1tULt1on the property is Dot regarded as being tied up; 

it is like money in a savings account. In these states a gen

eral power presently exercisable by more than one person does 

not satisfy the policy of the aule and is treated lill:e a special 

power under the aule. In Be M01.'gan's Trust, 118 N.Y.S.2d 556 

(1953). See also Be Cburston Settled Estates. [1954] Cb. 334; 

Crane, CODSent ~ers and Joint Powers, 18 Conv. (N.S.) 565 

(1954) • In California., .Iowever, since Civil Code § 715.8 was 

enacted, general powers held by more than one persoo may satisfy 

the aule. In the second place, the d1stinctioo between general 

powers held by one person and general powers held by two or lI01'e 

C persons is surely significant under the aule against Perpetui

ties. 'Dlis CCElleDt ign01.'es two very important policy queaUOIlS 

which your cOlllll1asion should explO1.'e. 'Dley are: 

(1) Does a general power of apPointment presently exercis

able by two or acre persons satisfy the policy against perpetui

ties? Under orthodox perpetuities law the answer 1& No. Under, 

Calif01.'n1a Civil Code §, 715.8 the ansveris Yes. In ay judpent 

the answer ought to be No. While property may be theoretically 

marketable lf it can be transferred wilbthe consent of ten 

persons, it is not 1111:ely that the ten persons w111 all agree, 

particularly ifscae of them hold income interests and others 

hold remainders. As a practical matter property held subject to 

a general power of appointment exercisable jointly by nine life 

e:: tenants and one remainderman is not marketable. Your proposed 
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legislation does not expressly cover this question, but by not 

distinguishing between singly held powers aDd jointly beld powers 

it appears that they are to be treated alike as satisfying the 

policy underlying the Rule. 

(2) Does a general power of appointment presently exerois

able by two or IRQre persons who have interests adverse to each 

other satisfy tile policy against perpetuities? UDder orthodox 

perpetuities law the a!.,::wer is No. UDder Civil Code § 715.8 the 

aDSwer appears to be Yes. B7 not distinguishing between pOlfers 

held with non-adverse parties and powers held with adverse par

ties the proposed legislation indicates a Yes answer is assaad. 

In my judpent both of the above policy questions should be 

auwered No. Moreover, there is another utter involved here 

besides perpetuities policy; it is tax avoidance. If many trusts 

of indefinite duration avoiding estate taxation throughout their 

duration are set up, it seems clear that the COIIIIIissioner of 

Internal Revenue will not sit idly by. Congress closed an estate 

tax loophole in Delaware caused by a unique powers doctrine 

(Internal Revenue Code § 2041 (a> (3). appHcable in, and causing 

trouble in, all states). Congress can be expected to 1R0ve to 

close any tax loophole in California which would perlRit trust. 

avoiding estate taxation possibly forever. 

Tbe best solution to the problelR, in my judgaent, requires 

two actions: (1) repeal California Civil Code § 715.8;; 

(2) expressly state in your legislation that only general powers 
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Mr. John B.' DeMoully. 8, July 26. 1968 

presently exercisable by ~ person are equivalent to absolute 

onaership under the Rule. One action Without the other would 

not do the job. If only Civil Code § 715.8 is repealed, it 

_y still be inferred from. Proposed Section 1391.1 (a) that 

general powers presently exercisable by two or aore persons 

are to be treated as s1.Dgly held general powers. If your leg18-

lation 18 &aend'ed to t .. "a,t jointly held general powers as special 

powers under the Bule •. and § 715.8 is not repealed. there is an 

apparent inconsistency in the statutes. 

JJD:-.1 

Sincerely, 

',5.~i j~~"~'7) J 
I Jesse Dukeainier, Jr. 
, Professar of Law 
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Mr. John H. DeMDully 
Executive Secretary 
California Law Revision Commission 
School of Law 
Stanford University 
Stanford, California 94305 

Dear Mr. De..'!ou1ly: 

f,CHOOL or LAW (Jk'JAI.T HALL) 
BERKELEY, C~ALlFORNIA 94120 

September 6, 1968 

I am writing to send you some last minute comments I have 
concerning the tentative recommendation relating to po"Wers of appoint
ment, about which you wrote me on June 11. My comments will be relatively 
few, as I had an opportunity to discuss a number of aspects of the re
commendation with Sho Sat a at an earlier stage, and I note that some of 
our conversations seem to be r.eflected in some of the present recommend
ations. 

First, a ~tnor detail. Footnote 3 on page 8 refers to Section 
2141 of the Internal Revenue Code and I assume the reference intended is 
to Section 2041. 

I suppose the most fundamental question I would raise concerning 
the entirerecowmendation has to do "With the way in which and the purposes 
for which the property law definition of general power of appointment has 
now been totally equated with the tax definition. Essentially, I have no 
doubt that this is a good idea as a general matter, but I have some question 
about the desirability of this in several instances. I think they should at 
least be considered. I am sure that Dick Powell has thought about these 
things extensively, and I have not had an opportunity to discuss this aspect 
of these problems with him. Nevertheless, I think I would come to different 
conclusions than he has and suggest that the Law Revision Commission give 
some special attention to these matters. It strikes me as doubtful that 
every power which falls "Within the rather broad definition of a general 
power should expose the subject matter to the claims of all of the donees 
creditors (see page 49) or should entitle the power to the benefits of a 
new perpetuities period at the date of exercise, rather than relating back 
to the date of the power's creation (see page 52). Let me use an example, 
which might also serve to suggest some of the problems of uncertainty con
tained in the definition of general powers of appointment, as well as some 
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of the problems resulting from this classification. Assume that the donor 
has created a power of appointment under which the life beneficiary of a 
trust can appoint principal to his ex-wife or to any of his children. Assume 
also that his right to 8"0 appoint is not restricted so as to preclude the ap
pointed assets from being used to discharge his alimony or support obligations 
to these persons. This power would be classified for tax purposes as a general 
power of appointment according to the Federal Estate Tax Regulations. Should 
the principel of the trust estate therefore be subject to the claims of all 
creditors of the life beneficisry? If so, should there be no priority (re-
flecting a respect for the intentions of the donor) given to the needs of the divorced 
spouse and children?' Many variations of this factual situation could be given, 
and some would be far less appealing than others as csses in which one might want 
not to allow some creditors to reach the assets. In the same factual situation, 
should we allow a new perpetuities period for appointed in.terests merely because 
the power was one under which the donee could appoint any of his issue or his 
spouse, as is frequently prOVided in whet have generally been considered special 
powers of appointment but which now might be classified as general because of 
the absence of any express or implied restriction against use of the assets to 
discharge a support obligation? The degree of benefit we may think sufficient 
to justify taxation of appointive assets to the donee might be considerably less 
th;ln that which we are prepared to treat as tantamount to outright ownership for 
purposes of the rule against perpetuities. In the example I have just given, the 
title and use of the property is effectively tied up during the donee's lifetime 
and is not at all similar to the case where a donee has an unrestricted general 
power of appointment. 

Further questions relating to classification of powers that I would like 
tD brio& to your attention are the following. The comment (bottom p. 13) tndici
cates that the exceptions contained in the tax law definition of general powers 
are omitted as being insignificant in connection with non-tax problems. This 
seems to mean that the ascertainable standard power .. under which a person can in
vade a trust for his owo health. education. support· 'and maintenance (non-taxable) 
would constitute a general poWer of appointment over thE: entire subject matter 
of the trust. If this is so, as would seem to be the case when this exception 
in the tax law is excludeq from our legislation, such a limited "general" power 
would at least arguably be sufficient (a) to expose the entire trust estate to 
the claims of the donee's creditors and (b) to suspend the running of the per
petuity period until his death. One might think initially that it was appropriate 
to permit creditors to reach such property, but then one should consider what 
this means in terms of the donee's opportunity to subvert the objectives of the 
trust by deliberately incurring obligations for his own benefit extending beyond 
the benefits the support which the creator of the trust had sought to provide. 

Further, on the matter of these definitional problems and their conseq
uences, it seems to me that some attention should be given to the problem of jOint 
powers of appointment, Again, the perpetuities problem is troublesome to me. 
Should we treat as absolute ownership for these purposes a power that is bene-
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ficial to the donor or his estate but which must be exercised with the consent 
of a trustee or some other person? noes such a power satisfy the policy underlying 
tbe rule against perpetuities? 

On page 16, Section 1381.4 defines an "imperative" power as one which 
exists when the creating instrument manifests an intent to benefit permissible 
appointees even if the donee fails to exercise the power. I wonder if it is 
desirable to leave no guidance for the court in determining when such an intent 
is manifested in the instrument. For example, is it nOl, clear that there is 
sufficient manifestation of such intent whenever the permissible appointees are 
described in terms \If a reasonably definite or ascertainable class (e.g., "children" 
or "descendants") and no takers in default of appointment are specified. Under 
present law this would 'be sufficient. 

Section 1388.2 (page 38) replaces Civil Code Section 1060, which deals 
with the release of powers of appointment. I wonder if it would not be desirable 
to have any statute dealing with releases of powers of appointment also deal in 
some fashion with release of powers held in a fiduciary capacity. Since the widespread 
adoption of statutes like our Section 1060, this deficiency has been rather frequently 
pointed out. Some iinportant aspects of what we refer to as "post iDortem. estate 
planning" depend on timely release or partial release by s fiduciary, who other-
wise wishes to accept his appointment, of powers which have been improperly planned 
or drafted so as to result either in a general power of appointment for tax pur-
poses or in a power which will impair intended qualification of a gift for the 
marital or charitable deduction. Here it might be worth making clear that a person 
can accept his fiduciary position and yet renounce a power given him in a fiduciary 
capacity. posSiblly if and to the extent it is consented to by the person or peraons 
whose beneficial interest would thereby be diminished. 

I hope these comments may be of some value to you. If you have questions 
about any of my comments, I would be glad to try to answer them. I just thought the 
Commission might want to consider some of these questions at this time, even though 
I realize that some members may have thought of thpJn already and certainly that 
Professor Powell !tas thought them through thoroughly in reaching his own conclusions. 
You have certainly been fortunate to have him available to work on this project. 

Sincerely, 

tL~~"-(lC.I4~Ojl>--, ~ {; 
Edward C. Halbach, J~v ~lr 
Dean 

'! . 



_,,' POWERS EXERCISAB1X BY ".RI11Tli IN STRc:·fr:n' OTlCER TUMI A WILL I,THERE THE TRANS-
--~-------.--.. -

FER OF THE PROPERTY SUBJECT TO THE l"OV:ER IS DELAYED UNTIL THE DEATH OF THE 
----~-------------

DONEE • 

. erpts from BANK OF AHERICA - "Suggested Provisions For IHlls and Trusts, 
Third Eel tion - 1960" 

" 76 - Paragraph .(4) --

"Upon the death of my wif", Margaret Brown, if she shall survive ..... , 

-.er first paying any inheritance, estate or other death taxes that may by rea-

n of my wife's death be due upon Ot in connection with her share of the trust 

tate or any portion thereof and which the Trustee may be required to pay, the 

,stee shall distribute and deliver all of the remaining balance of her shar!'! 

the trust estate, including any income from such share that may then be ac-

.Lued or undistributed by the Trustee, to such person or persons, inc1uditl<; .he 

estate of my wife if she shall $0 provide, and in such amounts or proportions as 

my wife may designate and appoInt: in the last unrevoked written instrument other 

than a Will executed by her and on file with the Trustee at: the time of her 

,·'ath. This general pOIJer of appointment granted to my.,'He with respect: to 

~uch remaining balance of her share of the trust estate If she survives me may 

so exercised by her alone and at any time after my death, and any exercise 

f such power may subsequently be revoked or modified by a written instrument 

~her than a Will executed by her and filed with the Trustee as hereinabove 

. _Jed • .. 
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"~e 28 - Alternative Paragraph (e): Limited p""wer of appointment to wife --

"It 1.s suggested that. !Yrcvision be made for tl1e exercise of a po~](~r 

'1f appointment hy a wri_8=ell instrument _o_ther than ~ Will executed by the donee 

- f the pOlver and filed with the trustee {as indicated in the above Alternative 

'aragraph (e», rather than for it to be exercised by the Will of the donee of 

"he power. The former method of exercising a power of appointment is just as 

'~xible as the Will method, since such "ritten instrument may at any time be 

,dified or revoked by the donee of the pOiJer during his lifetime; and it haS 

the advantage that, in some cases at least. the Will of the donee of the power 

may not be established by probate proceedings, for the reason that he leaves 

no estate requiring administration. Further, under Probate Code Sees. 125 and 

126 it appears that a devise or bequest of all the testator's property, or of 

the residue of his estate, has the effect of exercising any power of appoint

ment by Will which hc may have, even though the Will makes no specific refer

ence to exercising such power; hence, it is easily possible for the testator 

to exercise such power by his Will witho\t t realizing that he is doing so. If 

,,-,. " particular case, hOHever, the testator" desit-es that the power of appointment 

be. exercised by t.he donee's "last Will duly aemitted to probate," instead of 

by a writtan instrUl!lenr other than a \-lill. executed by the donee and fil"" 

the trustee, then appropriate changes will have to be made in the above Alter

native Paragraph (e)." 
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HF0tlGS v£ v."-iJ.ls [!.w; '{rusts .. - Seventh Edition]. 
Third Fr:"i..ntint;:., 1967'l 

"There is hercby c:onfcr:teJ up::nl. my ~,!ife., if she sh~11 survive me~ t;~,~:. 

trust estate may 'oe avpr .. d.nted o';J.tright or in tTUS t. and may be made sub,>:;~-':; 

.Jth, prescribed by the laws r-elating t.o pl..~rp0tuities. ThE:. pmver __ ~hall br: 

in which it 

e exercised in favor of any per-'·:.c.':i -::n: per.;:;uns. H (etrt~hasJs add.p;d) 
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Excerpt from SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA FIRST NATIONAL BANK -- Sample Form, 

"Will of JOHN SMITH" 

Second Alternative - under (a) Provisions of Trust "A", (where wife is to have 
a general power of appointment effective at her 
death) --

"Anything herein to the con"crary notwithstanding, if my wife survives 

me, then she shall have the absolute power exercisable only by a written in-

strument other than a Will delivered to the Trustee during her lifetime to ap-

poin'G any of the principal and any undistributed net income of Trust "A" in 

favor of her estate or any person; provided, however, that any distribution in 

accordance with the exercise of said power shall be made after my loTif'e's death," 
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Similar language is recommended by WELLS FARGO BANK -- in their 

"Wills and Trust Provisions, 1957 Edition, Page 57." 
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